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We investigated the structural and electronic properties of vacuum sublimed perfluoro-pentacene �PFP� thin
films on Ag�111� substrates using x-ray standing waves �XSW�, x-ray diffraction �XRD� and ultraviolet pho-
toelectron spectroscopy �UPS�. XSW results reveal a flat adsorption geometry of the monolayer PFP/Ag�111�
with a relatively large bonding distance of 3.16 Å for both, the carbon and fluorine atoms. Multilayers
PFP/Ag�111� adopt a herringbone structure with the molecular long axis parallel to the substrate and a vertical
lattice spacing of 3.06 Å as evidenced by XRD. The strong intramolecular polar bond character of the
fluorine-carbon bonds in PFP leads to an orientation dependent ionization energy �IE� that is experimentally
observed by UPS for the monolayer-multilayer transition: The inclined molecular plane orientation in the
multilayer herringbone arrangement leads to an increase of the PFP IE by �0.4 eV compared to the flat lying
monolayer.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Metal-organic interface properties, such as the interfacial
energy-level alignment, are key issues for the performance of
devices in the field of organic electronics.1–3 However, even
for weakly interacting �physisorbed� systems the complex
processes determining the electronic structure at the interface
are not yet fully understood. Intramolecular, intermolecular
and substrate-adsorbate interactions, and their mutual inter-
play, are of utmost importance in this context.4–6 Recently,
the impact of intramolecular polar bonds �IPBs� on the ion-
ization energy �IE� of organic thin films was revealed7–10 and
the importance of the molecular orientation relative to the
substrate was highlighted. The IE of the rodlike molecule
perfluoro-pentacene �PFP� �Ref. 11� �for molecular structure
see Fig. 1�a�� is 0.65 eV higher if PFP is nearly upright
standing on the substrate in comparison to flat lying
PFP.7,10,12 On metallic substrates conjugated organic mol-
ecules preferentially adsorb with their � system parallel to
the surface �i.e., flat lying orientation�.13–15 However, with
increasing film thickness the molecules often undergo an ori-
entational transition.16–19 In a previous ultraviolet photoelec-
tron spectroscopy �UPS� study of PFP on Au�111� a transi-
tion from a flat lying monolayer to herringbonelike
multilayers was proposed,12 and concomitant changes in the
IE were reported, however, they could not be explained. The
IPBs of PFP are expected to have a similar impact on the
electronic structure of a PFP thin film irrespective whether it
is composed of standing molecules or of molecules with their
short axes tilted with respect to the substrate surface �Fig.
1�a��. Thus, it may be speculated that the IE for lying mol-
ecules in the herringbone structure of PFP is larger compared
to that in the flat lying conformation and, indeed, an increase
of the IE was found with increasing film thickness.12 As the

fluorination of pentacene �PEN� significantly reduces the
adsorbate-substrate interaction,12,20,21 leading to physisorp-
tion on various metal substrates, a flat lying monolayer and
tilted multilayer can be expected also on the Ag�111� sub-
strate. Thus PFP/Ag�111� is a useful prototypical system to
unambiguously elucidate the impact of IPBs on the elec-
tronic structure in herringbonelike arrangements.

In order to correlate the electronic structure of an organic
film with an orientational transition at a certain layer thick-
ness it is important to measure the structural properties inde-
pendently. Thus, in our present study on the PFP/Ag�111�
interfacial energetics and growth behavior we followed a
multitechnique approach to clarify the impact of IPBs in a
lying molecular conformation on the IE of the film. We per-
formed thickness dependent measurements with the surface
sensitive UPS technique in combination with x-ray standing-
wave �XSW� �Refs. 22 and 23� experiments, which allow
determining the bonding distance of organic monolayer ad-
sorbates on single crystalline metal substrates as well as in-
tramolecular distortions with unsurpassed accuracy.24–26 To
obtain information on the interlayer spacing and the molecu-
lar orientation in multilayers we performed specular x-ray
diffraction �XRD� investigations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

PFP �Kanto Denka Kogyo Co., Ltd.� thin films were pre-
pared by vacuum sublimation on clean Ag�111� surfaces �re-
peated Ar-ion sputtering and annealing cycles �up to
550 °C�� using resistively heated quartz crucibles with depo-
sition rates of about 0.25 Å /min. The film mass thickness
was monitored with a quartz-crystal microbalance. Hence,
the values for the coverage correspond to values of nominal
film thickness. XSW experiments were done in back reflec-
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tion geometry at beamline ID32 at the ESRF �Grenoble,
France�27 with a combined preparation and analysis chamber
�base pressure 3�10−10 mbar�. The PFP coverage being in
the submonolayer regime �nominally 1 Å� was further
proved by the ratio of C�1s� and Ag�4d� photoemission in-
tensities. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy �XPS� spectra for
the XSW analysis were recorded with an electron analyzer
�Physical Electronics� mounted at an angle of 45° relative to
the incoming x-ray beam, the x-ray reflectivity was measured
using a screen inside the UHV chamber. The high photon
flux necessary for XSW experiments led to a certain degra-
dation of PFP. After �30 min of exposure to synchrotron
radiation an additional feature at the low binding energy
�BE� side of the F�1s� peak occurred. Thus, each XSW scan
was performed at a new sample spot and the F�1s� peak was
checked after each scan. We never observed any additional
spectral feature in F�1s� spectra at lower binding energy
�which would be indicative of molecule decomposition�, pro-
viding confidence that x-ray beam-induced sample damage

did not compromise XSW results to a notable extent. UPS
experiments were performed using a custom built apparatus
equipped with a HeI UV light source and a hemispherical
electron energy analyzer �Scienta R3000�. The intercon-
nected sample preparation chambers �base pressure 2
�10−10 mbar� and analysis chamber �base pressure 4
�10−10 mbar� allowed sample transfer without breaking ul-
trahigh vacuum conditions. The angle between the incident
beam and the sample was fixed to 65°. The spectra were
measured at photoelectron take-off angles ��� of 0° �normal
emission� and 45° �off-normal emission� with an acceptance
angle of �10°. The energy resolution �as determined by ana-
lyzing the width of the Ag�111� Fermi edge� was set to 80
meV. The error of UPS BE values is estimated to be
�0.05 eV. For the measurement of the secondary electron
cutoff �SECO� the sample was biased at −3.00 V. XRD
measurements were performed at beamline W1 �Ref. 28� at
HASYLAB �Hamburg, Germany� under ambient conditions
using a MYTHEN 1D detector, the incident-beam energy
was set to 10.5 keV. All preparation steps and measurements
were performed at room temperature. Analysis of XSW data
was done using the software packages xps2dare and dare
�both developed at the ESRF�, more details about the analy-
sis procedure �including corrections due to nondipole contri-
butions� can be found in Refs. 26 and 27.

III. RESULTS

First, the results of the XSW measurements are presented,
which allow to derive the PFP �sub-�monolayer bonding dis-
tance to the Ag�111� substrate and possible molecular distor-
tions. The XSW photoelectron yield �Yp� is given by22,23

Yp = 1 + R + 2C�RfH cos�� − 2�PH� �1�

�R: reflectivity; C: polarization factor; and �: phase factor�
and allows to determine both the coherent fraction �fH�,
which is a measure for the degree of order within the adsor-
bate, and the coherent position �PH�, from which the bonding
distance �dh� can be deduced. As expected, the Ag�111� sub-
strate exhibited a high degree of crystallinity with fH=0.96
and PH=0.99. XSW of PFP/Ag�111� �Fig. 1�b�� was mea-
sured with a very low submonolayer PFP coverage of nomi-
nal 1 Å to exclude contributions from PFP multilayer as PFP
on Ag�111� exhibits pronounced island growth �see XRD and
UPS results below�. A PFP bonding distance to Ag�111� of
3.16�0.06 Å was determined for both the carbon and the
fluorine atoms. This evidences that PFP adsorbs �within the
precision of our experiment� in an undistorted planar confor-
mation �Fig. 1�c�� with a rather large bonding
distance.24–27,29 Furthermore, the coherent fractions of C
�0.25� and F �0.27� �both �0.03� point to an adsorption ge-
ometry with both the molecular long and short axes oriented
parallel to the substrate plane. Even a relatively small tilt
angle of 10° of the molecular short axes would lead to a
spread of the bonding distances of the PFP carbons and fluo-
rines of �0.5 Å and thus to much lower coherent fractions.

To assess molecular orientation in multilayer films, we
performed specular x-ray diffraction on a PFP/Ag�111� film
of 100 Å nominal film thickness �Fig. 2�. Besides a strong
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Molecular structure of PFP. The ar-
rows indicate the intramolecular dipole moments originating from
IPBs. �b� The photoelectron yield Yp and the reflectivity R as func-
tion of photon energy �E� minus Bragg energy �EBragg� for PFP on
Ag�111�. Symbols correspond to the experimental data and curves
to the least mean-square fits according to Eq. �1�. The Yp curves are
shifted vertically to allow better visibility. For each curve the co-
herent fraction �fH� and coherent position �PH� are noted. �c� Sketch
of a PFP molecule �carbon in black, fluorine in blue� on Ag�111�, a
view along the molecular long axis is shown. The dimensions are
not to scale.
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contribution of the Ag�111� substrate, the spectrum exhibited
only one single reflection that can be attributed to the organic
film, corresponding to an interlayer spacing d of 3.06 Å. The
remarkably small qxy width of this peak of 0.011 Å−1

�Ag�111�: 0.007 Å−1� as deduced from the map in Fig. 2�a�
�intensity I as function of the components of the scattering
vector q, i.e., I�qxy ,qz�� by a fit along qxy with a pseudo-Voigt
function demonstrates a high crystalline quality of the or-
ganic adsorbate. From the width of the specular PFP Bragg
peak �Fig. 2�b�� the out-of-plane crystalline coherence length
�estimated via the Scherrer formula� was found to exceed the
nominal film thickness by more than a factor of four, thus
indicating pronounced island growth of PFP/Ag�111�, which
is further in line with our UPS results �see below�. The re-
sults prove that PFP in multilayers adopts a lying �i.e., long
molecular axis parallel to the substrate surface� orientation
on the Ag�111� substrate with no indication for the presence
of standing molecules �long molecular axis vertically in-
clined� as commonly observed on SiO2.30,31 No significant
peaks at low values of perpendicular momentum transfer qz
were observed, which would otherwise be indicative of �al-
most� standing molecules. However, the observed PFP peak
in our PFP/Ag�111� spectrum cannot be indexed with any of
the two known PFP crystal structures,11,30 thus indicating
PFP growth in a yet unknown polymorph on Ag�111� sub-
strates. From our present data a complete structure solution
cannot be achieved and will be subject of a forthcoming
study.

The x-ray diffraction data clearly rule out that molecules
in the multilayer are standing upright. Consequently, mol-
ecules must be oriented with their long molecular axis par-
allel to the substrate surface. Two fundamentally different
options for the orientation of the molecular plane now exist:
�i� either the molecular plane is parallel to the substrate sur-
face and “columnar stacking” of PFP occurs, or �ii� the mo-
lecular plane is inclined relative to the substrate surface,

which is a herringbone-type arrangement of molecules. Op-
tion �i� can be ruled out from fundamental considerations
that govern molecule crystal structures: the charge distribu-
tion in PFP is characterized by a delocalized �-electron sys-
tem above and below the molecular plane and considerable
negative partial charge on the F atoms at the periphery. The
molecule has no net dipole moment but a quadrupole mo-
ment. In principle, stacking of the �-electron system in the
vertical direction is a driving force toward coplanar mol-
ecules, as often observed for disklike molecules. However,
the negatively charged F atoms repel each other via Coulomb
interaction and make � stacking impossible. Now close-
packed coplanar molecules in multilayers with horizontally
displaced coordinates with respect to the underlying layer
might be considered. However, such an arrangement of mol-
ecules is energetically highly unfavorable because it is not
found in any direction of the bulk crystal structure of PFP.11

Since multilayers are merely physisorbed on the stronger
bonded PFP monolayer directly on the metal there is no ther-
modynamic driving force for a multilayer structure that de-
viates notably from the stable bulk crystal structure. Further-
more, the lattice spacing observed in our specular XRD scan
of 3.06 Å is significantly lower than the sum of two carbon
van der Waals radii ��3.40 Å� and thus lower than the ex-
pected stacking distance for PFP.58 Therefore, the observed
PFP lattice spacing is too small to be explained as the dis-
tance of PFP stacking with the molecular planes parallel to
the Ag�111� substrate plane. Consequently, a herringbone ar-
rangement of PFP molecules in multilayers is the only ratio-
nal explanation for the observed x-ray diffraction results.

To derive the electronic structure of PFP adsorbed on
Ag�111� we performed layer-thickness-dependent UPS mea-
surements �Fig. 3�. The deposition of up to 4 Å PFP on
Ag�111� resulted in an attenuation of Ag�111� spectral fea-
tures �d-bands centered at about 5 eV BE, the metal Fermi
edge and the Shockley surface state� �Figs. 3�b�–3�d��. The
SECO shifted gradually to lower kinetic energy �Fig. 3�a��;
thus, the sample work function was reduced from 4.55 �pris-
tine Ag�111�� to 4.13 eV. This vacuum-level shift can be
mainly attributed to the electron push-back effect at the
organic/metal interface, which is a common phenomenon for
weakly interacting systems.5,32 Furthermore, several spectral
features from the molecular adsorbate appeared, most promi-
nent are two peaks at about 2 and 3 eV BE, respectively �Fig.
3�d��, which can be assigned to the emission from the highest
occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� and HOMO-1 of PFP,
both of which exhibit distinctive vibronic progressions.12,33,34

The HIB �hole injection barrier; defined as energy difference
between the low-BE HOMO onset and the Fermi level of the
substrate� of 4 Å PFP/Ag�111� was 1.67 eV resulting in an
IE of 5.80 eV. The maximum of the HOMO emission was
centered at 1.82 eV BE. Subsequent PFP deposition �6 Å
PFP/Ag�111�� did not further shift the SECO position, there-
fore we conclude that �4 Å PFP/Ag�111� correspond to an
essentially closed PFP monolayer. The HIB was then slightly
reduced to 1.56 eV, and most strikingly both the HOMO and
HOMO-1 assigned spectral features appeared doubled at
higher BE with the additional peaks both situated at 0.35 eV
higher BE. A similar behavior as for the �-electron derived
HOMO and HOMO-1 peaks could also observed for the
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Specular XRD scan of a 100 Å PFP/
Ag�111� film plotted as �a� intensity �I� as function of the compo-
nents of the scattering vector q and as �b� a line scan I�qz� at qxy

=0.
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deeper lying �-electron derived peaks, e.g., the peak cen-
tered at 7.40 eV for monolayer coverage �Fig. 3�b��. Thus,
these emission is assigned to the second PFP layer appearing
at higher binding energy compared to the monolayer due to
reduced photohole screening by the organic underlayer com-
pared to the metal substrate.35–37 The shift of the monolayer
features by the deposition of the second layer is in good
agreement with the UPS results of PFP/Au�111� �Ref. 12�
and was explained by the increased screening of the PFP
monolayer due to the additional second layer �compared to
just vacuum without the second layer�. For further PFP depo-
sition the multilayer contributions beyond the second layer
were found at even higher binding energy and the intensity
of the monolayer and second layer emission decreased. For
8 Å PFP/Ag�111� the multilayer HOMO was centered at
2.30 eV BE and for the final coverage of 50 Å at 2.50 eV
BE. The work function increased slightly up to 4.25 eV for
50 Å PFP/Ag�111�. Even for a nominal coverage of 50 Å
the metal Fermi edge was still visible, which confirms the
island growth mode of PFP on Ag�111�, as already found
with XRD �see above�. This island growth leads to a super-

position of spectral features from different layers in the UPS
spectra for multilayer coverage. For all coverages the inten-
sity of the HOMO and HOMO-1 derived peaks was rather
weak for normal emission and significantly increased for �
=45°. This behavior is commonly observed for flat lying
molecules.12,38,39 However, for coverages �6 Å the relative
intensity in the normal-emission spectra increased, which
can be attributed to molecules with a tilt of their �-system
with respect to the substrate surface. This supports a herring-
bone arrangement of PFP �as concluded from XRD� that pre-
vails for the nominally third molecular layer onwards.

IV. DISCUSSION

The structure scenario as deduced from XSW and XRD
can be summarized as follows: The monolayer PFP/Ag�111�
is lying flat, whereas multilayers adopt a molecular orienta-
tion with the short molecular axis tilted, most likely in the
herringbone arrangement. A sudden orientational transition
of rodlike molecules on metal surfaces with increasing film
thickness is frequently observed after the monolayer,12,14,19

however, the critical coverage for this transition is difficult to
predict.14,40 However, as discussed in Sec. III, it is reason-
able that the IE �Ref. 59� change from 5.80 to 6.10 eV �Fig.
4� is not due to an orientational transition but only due to
decreased photohole screening, and the herringbone arrange-
ment of PFP/Ag�111� starts with the third molecular layer.

As expected, the molecular plane tilt in multilayers leads
to an increase of the IE of PFP �Fig. 4� due to the strong IPB
character of the carbon-fluorine bonds. The increase in the IE
even leads to a change in the energy-level alignment from

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 3. UPS HeI spectra of PFP/Ag�111� showing �a� the sec-
ondary electron cutoff �SECO� region and �b� the valence electron
region for an electron emission angle ��� of 0°. In the bottom row
the region near to the Fermi energy �EF� is shown on an enlarged
scale for �c� �=0° and �d� �=45°. In �d� the evolution of the
HOMO peak maximum is highlighted by lines for the emission
from monolayer PFP �light gray� and multilayer PFP in the herring-
bone arrangement �dark gray�. �PFP denotes the nominal film
thickness.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Energy-level diagram of PFP/Ag�111�
from UPS. The vacuum level �Evac�, the Fermi level �EF�, vacuum-
level shifts �	vac� and HOMO positions are plotted as function of
the nominal film thickness. For the pristine Ag�111� substrate the
work function is indicated, for the PFP film the ionization energy is
given �both in eV�. As the multilayer spectra are superpositions of
spectral features from different thickness regions, the HOMO onset
was estimated by the peak maximum plus �0.15 eV. The values in
red correspond to the IE of “flat lying” �i.e., the IE of the second flat
lying layer, without contributions from substrate photohole screen-
ing� and “herringbone” �i.e., the IE of multilayer PFP without con-
tributions from flat lying layers� of PFP on Ag�111�.
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vacuum-level controlled �lying PFP� to Fermi-level
pinned41–43 �herringbone PFP� as was inferred from the 0.12
eV vacuum-level shift between bilayer and multilayer cover-
age. A similar spontaneous charge transfer at an organic/
organic homointerface due to an orientational transition has
been observed before,44 however with opposite direction. For
PFP in the herringbone arrangement the small transport gap
�estimated to be �2.10 eV� �Ref. 10� and the large IE pins
the PFP lowest unoccupied molecular orbital �LUMO� just
above the Fermi level �i.e, without the 0.12 eV vacuum-level
shift, for the 50 Å film the LUMO would be below the
Fermi level�.

The increase in IE from the flat lying to the herringbone
structure observed here is only 0.45 eV compared to 0.65 eV
IE difference between lying and nearly upright standing mo-
lecular layers.7,12 This can be explained by the different in-
clination angles of the IPBs of the two systems. In a recent
theoretical study on the IE of fluorinated poly�3-
hexylthiophene� the IE increased with increasing inclination
angles and the dependency could be well reproduced by a
simple electrostatic model.45 A similar behavior can be ex-
pected for the small molecule PFP and was observed for
other molecules before: For 3,4,9,10-perylene tetracarboxy-
ilic dianhydride the IE changes by 0.15 eV by a change in
the inclination angle to a substrate by just �10° �Ref. 46�.
Even for the only slightly different thin-film polymorphs and
the bulk phase of the unfluorinated parent molecule penta-
cene different IEs were measured.47 Hence, it can be as-
sumed that the impact of IPBs of rodlike molecules on the
electronic structure of an organic thin film depends on the
inclination angle relative to a substrate. If the IPBs along the
molecule’s long and short axes have the same character �as it
is the case for PFP, see Fig. 1�a��, the IE is affected by the
IPBs in a similar way, irrespective of whether the molecules
are inclined with their short or long molecular axis.

Beyond the impact of PEN fluorination on the electronic
structure via the strong IPB character of the carbon-fluorine
bond, fluorination also impacts the adsorbate-substrate inter-
action. The valence electron spectra of PFP on Au�111�,12

Ag�111�, and Cu�111� �Ref. 21� are very similar, irrespective
of the wide range of substrate work function and chemical
reactivity of these metal substrates, whereas the UPS spectra
of PEN/Ag�111� �Ref. 48� are in strong contrast to PFP/
Ag�111�. The IPB character of the carbon-hydrogen bond is

much smaller than that of carbon-fluorine and has an oppo-
site sign.7,10 Therefore, the IE of PEN is smaller for standing
molecules compared to lying molecules.7,48,49 Furthermore,
for various single crystalline metal substrates the distinct
physical properties of the substrates are directly reflected in
the PEN thin-film spectra.12,21,38,50–52 The bonding distances
are significantly smaller for PEN than for PFP on Ag�111�
�Ref. 53� as on Cu�111�.21 The bonding distances of PFP/
Cu�111� are 2.98 Å for carbon and 3.08 Å for fluorine.21 In
this case the smaller bonding distance �compared to PFP/
Ag�111�� leads to a molecular distortion even for a relatively
weakly interacting system. This shows the dramatic impact
of fluorination on the reactivity of PEN: The PFP-substrate
interaction is weak on all metals and close to physisorption,
whereas the PEN-substrate interaction is stronger in all cases
and—at least—in contact to Cu substrates exhibits clear evi-
dence for chemisorption.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our multitechnique study revealed a flat lying orientation
of the PFP monolayer on Ag�111� with an average bonding
distance of 3.16 Å. Multilayers adopt a herringbonelike ar-
rangement, which leads to an increase in the PFP ionization
energy. Thus, it is demonstrated that the concept of intramo-
lecular polar bonds is also valid for molecular arrangements
in a herringbone structure with their molecular long axis ori-
ented parallel to the substrate surface, and accordingly im-
pacts the ionization energy. Therewith, our results highlight
the importance of knowing the exact molecular orientation at
organic/metal interfaces when discussing interface energetics
since the ionization energy is not an intrinsic material prop-
erty and cannot be treated delineated from molecular layer
structure.
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